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Abstract:

The M. rybini fed larvae 43 specimens were found in 43 individuals of 7 vertebrate species which belong
to rodents, lagomorphs and reptiles. In total, 1 819 M. rybini larvae were collected (sampled in 12 sites);
1 510 of them were fed. The topography of feeding of mites revealed four areas on host’s body, which are
consolidated into three zones: the cochlea (on edge and inside an ear), genital-anal zone, and the throat. It
was found that maximal number of M. rybini fed larvae occurs inside a cochlea, in September – 99.23%
from general number of samples, while 99.76% of mites were found in Tamarisk gerbil. Therefore, the
preferences of M rybini is revealed both in the choice of a host and in the localization on a host’s body.
In one case there were found 509 simultaneously fed chigger mites larvae of 3 species of 3 genera and 2
families inside a cochleae of Silver high-mountain vole individual, 2.16% from them are M. rybini. M.
rybini can feed simultaneously with 12 various chigger mites species (from 6 genera) on the same host
individual. A conclusion was made, that M. rybini larvae tolerantly treat other species during the nourishment on the same host, and do not evince visible competition with chigger mites larvae belonging to other
genera and even families.
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Introduction
The larvae of chigger mites can feed on hosts of
various species of vertebrates, thus revealing weak
specialization in the choice of a host. Animals living
in places of mass emergence of larvae are more attacked. Such habitats in mountainous conditions in
Tien-Shan include rocky slopes with stony screes and
bushes, at 2000-2500 m above sea level. Therefore,
the chigger mites are revealing, to a great extent,
the landscapeal preferences in spreading in environment, when usually there are hosts both preferred
and casual. The peculiarity of chigger mites is the

phased larval parasitism with compulsory forming
of a stylostomus within the host’s skin (larvae have
mouthparts of prickly-suctorial type). Their nourishment by the infiltrate of the host’s skin tissue lasts
for 3-5 days. The concentration and efficiency of
larvae nourishment are rather high (Shatrov 2000).
Nymphs and adult mites are predators feeding on
small invertebrates and their eggs. The phenomenon
of localization is the simultaneous feeding of larvae
being representatives of various species, genera and
even families of chigger mites, on the same area of
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